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technological solutions for modern logistics and supply chain management highlights
theories and technological growth in applied research as well as advances in logistics
supply chains and industry experiences aiming to enhance the expansions made towards an
efficient and sustainable economy this book is essential for providing researchers
practitioners and academicians with insight into a wide range of topics internet usage has
become a facet of everyday life especially as more technological advances have made it
easier to connect to the web from virtually anywhere in the developed world however
with this increased usage comes heightened threats to security within digital
environments the handbook of research on modern cryptographic solutions for computer
and cyber security identifies emergent research and techniques being utilized in the field of
cryptology and cyber threat prevention featuring theoretical perspectives best
practices and future research directions this handbook of research is a vital resource
for professionals researchers faculty members scientists graduate students scholars
and software developers interested in threat identification and prevention in a recent
book following 9 11 religion coverage in the new york times christopher vecsey examines
journalistic definitions of religion before and especially after the terrible events of
september 11 2001 here he explores times portrayals of the cumulative religious
tradition called judaism embodied by peoples who have called themselves jews from
antiquity to modernity throughout the world and especially in the united states where
a plurality of jews live today and where the times is published to understand judaism
today is to fathom its diverse texts beliefs rituals ethics and institutions the
contemporary concerns of jews and the relationships not only among jews but also
between jews and gentiles and the continuing impact of anti semitism upon jewish life since
the 1940s jews and judaism have been profoundly affected by the horrific course of the
holocaust and by the formation of israel as a jewish nation state these have been the
major themes in the times treatment of judaism chronicled in thousands of articles like an
insider to jewish tradition the paper recounts favorite holy day recipes and tales of
survival and travail in a multi national and assimilative world in so doing however the
paper probes not only concurrence within judaism but more tellingly a complex multi
cultural at odds with itself jewishness rather than thinking of the times as a mouthpiece
for jewish interests it is far more accurate to say that the times has analyzed like an
outsider the paradoxes the tensions and the culture wars in contemporary jewish
existence in order to define pluralistic judaism as a political cultural religious entity
the times treats judaism humanistically showing that it is the jewish people who are most
important to judaism not merely the texts the theology or the institutions the paper
works from perspectival talmudic principles reporting multiple viewpoints in the circle of
jewish faith observance contestation and disbelief constantly questioning all sources
as an observant instrument of inquiry into jewish existence to expose judaism s points of
conflict as well as its areas of consensus productivity improvement means doing the
same thing in a better and smarter way and continuing to work on improving the
techniques for an individual or a team on the shopfloor and this continuous improvement
is the only way to achieve high profitability garment manufacturing involves number of
operations carried out by different operators and all the activities starting from
cutting sewing till finishing are different from each other in terms of the way they are
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performed and the technology being used for them so it is always advisable to look at
the working of four aspects and that are material machine men and method however there
are ways to build higher productive efficiencies which result in reduction in cost and bring
in higher profit margin the book discusses different case studies from the shopfloor
showing productivity improvements this book examines the changing relationship between
disability and the law addressing the intersection of human rights principles human rights
law domestic law and the experience of people with disabilities drawn from the global
experience of scholars and activists in a number of jurisdictions and legal systems the
core human rights principles of dignity equality and inclusion and participation are
analyzed within a framework of critical disability legal scholarship this book reports on
innovative research and developments in automation spanning a wide range of disciplines
including communication engineering power engineering control engineering instrumentation
signal processing and cybersecurity it focuses on methods and findings aimed at improving
the control and monitoring of industrial and manufacturing processes as well as safety
based on the international russian automation conference held on september 5 11 2021 in
sochi russia the book provides academics and professionals with a timely overview of
and extensive information on the state of the art in the field of automation and control
systems and fosters new ideas and collaborations between groups in different countries
proceedings of the society are included in v 1 59 1879 1937 this book gives an overview
of the theoretical research on rogue waves and discusses solutions to rogue wave
formation via the darboux and bilinear transformations algebro geometric reduction and
inverse scattering and similarity transformations studies on nonlinear optics are
included making the book a comprehensive reference for researchers in applied mathematics
optical physics geophysics and ocean engineering contents the research process for rogue
waves construction of rogue wave solution by the generalized darboux transformation
construction of rogue wave solution by hirota bilinear method algebro geometric
approach and inverse scattering method the rogue wave solution and parameters
managing in nonautonomous physical model this report looks at the capacity and
capabilities of civil servants of oecd countries and suggests approaches for addressing
skills gaps through recruitment development and workforce management publishes original
critical reviews of the significant literature and current development in genetics doing
mathematics discusses some ways mathematicians and mathematical physicists do their
work and the subject matters they uncover and fashion the conventions they adopt the
subject areas they delimit what they can prove and calculate about the physical world
and the analogies they discover and employ all depend on the mathematics what will
work out and what won t the cases studied include the central limit theorem of
statistics the sound of the shape of a drum the connections between algebra and
topology and the series of rigorous proofs of the stability of matter the many and
varied solutions to the two dimensional ising model of ferromagnetism make sense as a
whole when they are seen in an analogy developed by richard dedekind in the 1880s to
algebraicize riemann s function theory by robert langlands program in number theory and
representation theory and by the analogy between one dimensional quantum mechanics and
two dimensional classical statistical mechanics in effect we begin to see an identity in a
manifold presentation of profiles as the phenomenologists would say this second edition
deepens the particular examples it describe the practical role of mathematical rigor it
suggests what might be a mathematician s philosophy of mathematics and it shows how
an ugly first proof or derivation embodies essential features only to be appreciated after
many subsequent proofs natural scientists and mathematicians trade physical models
and abstract objects remaking them to suit their needs discovering new roles for them as
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in the recent case of the painlev� transcendents the tracy widom distribution and
toeplitz determinants and mathematics has provided the models and analogies the
ordinary language for describing the everyday world the structure of cities or god s
infinitude contents introductionconvention how means and variances are entrenched as
statisticssubject the fields of topologyappendix the two dimensional ising model of a
ferromagnetcalculation strategy structure and tactics in applying classical
analysisanalogy a syzygy between a research program in mathematics and a research
program in physicsin concreto the city of mathematicsappendices the spontaneous
magnetization of a two dimensional ising model c n yang on the dirac and schwinger
corrections to the ground state energy of an atom c fefferman and l a seco sur la forme
des espaces topologiques et sur les points fixes des repr�sentations j leray une lettre �
simone weil a weil readership mathematicians physicists philosophers and historians of
science keywords means and variances topology syzygyreviews reviews of the first
edition the book doing mathematics by martin krieger is truly a masterpiece he has not
only explained ways of doing mathematical work to aspiring mathematicians and the
intelligent laymen but has also shown how various pieces of research work are related
to each other even experts may not have realized such inter relations the cases studied
include especially the stability of matter and the ising model two topics of great depth
such clear explanations cannot be found anywhere else furthermore his style of writing
makes the book exceptionally enjoyable to read t t wu gordon mckay professor of
applied physics professor of physics harvard university usa this is the first time i have
seen a mathematician deal substantively with the issue of mathematics as culturally
based and he does it superbly and mathematically although this book is no easy read it is
well worth the effort and i am sure it will stimulate and inform perhaps even surprise the
most sophisticated of mathematical readers it is refreshing to find such a book being
published mathematical reviews both challenging and provocative reading doing
mathematics sheds bright light on some of the main characteristics of the mathematical
quest library of science krieger has made some effort to accommodate different levels of
readers for example structuring his text so that lay readers are alerted to sections
that can be safely skipped and paragraphs that provide nontechnical summaries
mathematical association of america the official journal of the american association for
the history of nursing worldwide concern in scientific industrial and governmental com
munities over traces of toxic chemicals in foodstuffs and in both abiotic and biotic
environments has justified the present triumvirate of specialized publications in this field
comprehensive reviews rapidly published progress reports and archival documentations
these three publications are integrated and scheduled to provide in international
communication the coherency essential for nonduplicative and current progress in a field
as dynamic and complex as environmental contamination and toxicology until now there
has been no journal or other publication series reserved exclusively for the diversified
literature on toxic chemicals in our foods our feeds our geographical surroundings our
domestic animals our wild life and ourselves around the world immense efforts and many
talents have been mobilized to technical and other evaluations of natures locales
magnitudes fates and toxicology of the persisting residues of these chemicals loosed
upon the world among the sequelae of this broad new emphasis has been an inescapable
need for an articulated set of authorita tive publications where one could expect to
find the latest important world literature produced by this emerging area of science
together with documentation of pertinent ancillary legislation this report provides a
comprehensive assessment of viet nam s urban policies and analyses how national spatial
planning for urban areas along with specific sectoral policies directly and indirectly
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affect viet nam s urban development horticultural reviews presents state of the art
reviews on topics in horticultural science and technology covering both basic and
applied research topics covered include the horticulture of fruits vegetables nut crops
and ornamentals these review articles written by world authorities bridge the gap
between the specialized researcher and the broader community of horticultural scientists
and teachers the vol 5 of this book series contains 22 chapters written by 79
contributors experts from universities research centres and industry from 15 countries
australia canada china france germany italy malaysia mexico poland portugal russia
slovenia spain ukraine and usa this volume contains information at the cutting edge of
sensor research and related topics from the following three areas physical sensors
sensor networks and remote sensing coverage includes current developments in various
sensors sensor instrumentation and applications in order to offer a fast and easy reading
of each topic every chapter in this volume is independent and self contained with the
unique combination of information in this volume the advances in sensors reviews book
series will be of value for scientists and engineers in industry and at universities to
sensors developers distributors and end users strategies and solutions to advanced
organic reaction mechanisms a new perspective on mckillop s problems builds upon
alexander sandy mckillop s popular text solutions to mckillop s advanced problems in
organic reaction mechanisms providing a unified methodological approach to dealing with
problems of organic reaction mechanism this unique book outlines the logic experimental
insight and problem solving strategy approaches available when dealing with problems of
organic reaction mechanism these valuable methods emphasize a structured and widely
applicable approach relevant for both students and experts in the field by using the
methods described advanced students and researchers alike will be able to tackle
problems in organic reaction mechanism from the simple and straight forward to the
advanced provides strategic methods for solving advanced mechanistic problems and
applies those techniques to the 300 original problems in the first publication replaces
reliance on memorization with the understanding brought by pattern recognition to new
problems supplements worked examples with synthesis strategy green metrics analysis
and novel research where available to help advanced students and researchers in
choosing their next research project illustrates how r may be used successfully to
solve problems in quantitative finance applied probabilistic calculus for financial
engineering an introduction using r provides r recipes for asset allocation and portfolio
optimization problems it begins by introducing all the necessary probabilistic and
statistical foundations before moving on to topics related to asset allocation and
portfolio optimization with r codes illustrated for various examples this clear and
concise book covers financial engineering using r in data analysis and univariate bivariate
and multivariate data analysis it examines probabilistic calculus for modeling financial
engineering walking the reader through building an effective financial model from the
geometric brownian motion gbm model via probabilistic calculus while also covering ito
calculus classical mathematical models in financial engineering and modern portfolio
theory are discussed along with the two mutual fund theorem and the sharpe ratio the
book also looks at r as a calculator and using r in data analysis in financial engineering
additionally it covers asset allocation using r financial risk modeling and portfolio
optimization using r global and local optimal values locating functional maxima and
minima and portfolio optimization by performance analytics in cran covers optimization
methodologies in probabilistic calculus for financial engineering answers the question
what does a random walk financial theory look like covers the gbm model and the random
walk model examines modern theories of portfolio optimization including the markowitz
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model of modern portfolio theory mpt the black litterman model and the black scholes
option pricing model applied probabilistic calculus for financial engineering an
introduction using r s an ideal reference for professionals and students in economics
econometrics and finance as well as for financial investment quants and financial
engineers
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Technological Solutions for Modern Logistics and Supply Chain Management
2013-01-31 technological solutions for modern logistics and supply chain management
highlights theories and technological growth in applied research as well as advances in
logistics supply chains and industry experiences aiming to enhance the expansions made
towards an efficient and sustainable economy this book is essential for providing
researchers practitioners and academicians with insight into a wide range of topics
Handbook of Research on Modern Cryptographic Solutions for Computer and Cyber
Security 2016-05-16 internet usage has become a facet of everyday life especially as
more technological advances have made it easier to connect to the web from virtually
anywhere in the developed world however with this increased usage comes heightened
threats to security within digital environments the handbook of research on modern
cryptographic solutions for computer and cyber security identifies emergent research and
techniques being utilized in the field of cryptology and cyber threat prevention featuring
theoretical perspectives best practices and future research directions this handbook of
research is a vital resource for professionals researchers faculty members scientists
graduate students scholars and software developers interested in threat identification
and prevention
Catholic Reading Circle Review 1896 in a recent book following 9 11 religion coverage
in the new york times christopher vecsey examines journalistic definitions of religion before
and especially after the terrible events of september 11 2001 here he explores times
portrayals of the cumulative religious tradition called judaism embodied by peoples who
have called themselves jews from antiquity to modernity throughout the world and
especially in the united states where a plurality of jews live today and where the times is
published to understand judaism today is to fathom its diverse texts beliefs rituals
ethics and institutions the contemporary concerns of jews and the relationships not only
among jews but also between jews and gentiles and the continuing impact of anti semitism
upon jewish life since the 1940s jews and judaism have been profoundly affected by the
horrific course of the holocaust and by the formation of israel as a jewish nation state
these have been the major themes in the times treatment of judaism chronicled in thousands
of articles like an insider to jewish tradition the paper recounts favorite holy day recipes
and tales of survival and travail in a multi national and assimilative world in so doing
however the paper probes not only concurrence within judaism but more tellingly a
complex multi cultural at odds with itself jewishness rather than thinking of the times
as a mouthpiece for jewish interests it is far more accurate to say that the times has
analyzed like an outsider the paradoxes the tensions and the culture wars in
contemporary jewish existence in order to define pluralistic judaism as a political
cultural religious entity the times treats judaism humanistically showing that it is the
jewish people who are most important to judaism not merely the texts the theology or
the institutions the paper works from perspectival talmudic principles reporting multiple
viewpoints in the circle of jewish faith observance contestation and disbelief constantly
questioning all sources as an observant instrument of inquiry into jewish existence to
expose judaism s points of conflict as well as its areas of consensus
The English Historical Review 1892 productivity improvement means doing the same thing
in a better and smarter way and continuing to work on improving the techniques for an
individual or a team on the shopfloor and this continuous improvement is the only way
to achieve high profitability garment manufacturing involves number of operations
carried out by different operators and all the activities starting from cutting sewing
till finishing are different from each other in terms of the way they are performed and the
technology being used for them so it is always advisable to look at the working of four
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aspects and that are material machine men and method however there are ways to build
higher productive efficiencies which result in reduction in cost and bring in higher profit
margin the book discusses different case studies from the shopfloor showing productivity
improvements
Jews and Judaism in The New York Times 2013-07-18 this book examines the changing
relationship between disability and the law addressing the intersection of human rights
principles human rights law domestic law and the experience of people with disabilities
drawn from the global experience of scholars and activists in a number of jurisdictions
and legal systems the core human rights principles of dignity equality and inclusion and
participation are analyzed within a framework of critical disability legal scholarship
Productivity Improvement in Apparel Manufacturing 2020-08-13 this book reports on
innovative research and developments in automation spanning a wide range of disciplines
including communication engineering power engineering control engineering instrumentation
signal processing and cybersecurity it focuses on methods and findings aimed at improving
the control and monitoring of industrial and manufacturing processes as well as safety
based on the international russian automation conference held on september 5 11 2021 in
sochi russia the book provides academics and professionals with a timely overview of
and extensive information on the state of the art in the field of automation and control
systems and fosters new ideas and collaborations between groups in different countries
Critical Perspectives on Human Rights and Disability Law 2011-05-23 proceedings of
the society are included in v 1 59 1879 1937
Russian Chemical Reviews 2005 this book gives an overview of the theoretical research
on rogue waves and discusses solutions to rogue wave formation via the darboux and
bilinear transformations algebro geometric reduction and inverse scattering and
similarity transformations studies on nonlinear optics are included making the book a
comprehensive reference for researchers in applied mathematics optical physics geophysics
and ocean engineering contents the research process for rogue waves construction of
rogue wave solution by the generalized darboux transformation construction of rogue
wave solution by hirota bilinear method algebro geometric approach and inverse
scattering method the rogue wave solution and parameters managing in nonautonomous
physical model
Applied Mechanics Reviews 1971 this report looks at the capacity and capabilities of
civil servants of oecd countries and suggests approaches for addressing skills gaps
through recruitment development and workforce management
Monthly Labor Review 1962-07 publishes original critical reviews of the significant
literature and current development in genetics
Content of Reviews of Mathematics Books 1942 doing mathematics discusses some ways
mathematicians and mathematical physicists do their work and the subject matters they
uncover and fashion the conventions they adopt the subject areas they delimit what they
can prove and calculate about the physical world and the analogies they discover and
employ all depend on the mathematics what will work out and what won t the cases
studied include the central limit theorem of statistics the sound of the shape of a drum
the connections between algebra and topology and the series of rigorous proofs of the
stability of matter the many and varied solutions to the two dimensional ising model of
ferromagnetism make sense as a whole when they are seen in an analogy developed by
richard dedekind in the 1880s to algebraicize riemann s function theory by robert
langlands program in number theory and representation theory and by the analogy
between one dimensional quantum mechanics and two dimensional classical statistical
mechanics in effect we begin to see an identity in a manifold presentation of profiles as the
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phenomenologists would say this second edition deepens the particular examples it
describe the practical role of mathematical rigor it suggests what might be a
mathematician s philosophy of mathematics and it shows how an ugly first proof or
derivation embodies essential features only to be appreciated after many subsequent
proofs natural scientists and mathematicians trade physical models and abstract
objects remaking them to suit their needs discovering new roles for them as in the recent
case of the painlev� transcendents the tracy widom distribution and toeplitz
determinants and mathematics has provided the models and analogies the ordinary
language for describing the everyday world the structure of cities or god s infinitude
contents introductionconvention how means and variances are entrenched as
statisticssubject the fields of topologyappendix the two dimensional ising model of a
ferromagnetcalculation strategy structure and tactics in applying classical
analysisanalogy a syzygy between a research program in mathematics and a research
program in physicsin concreto the city of mathematicsappendices the spontaneous
magnetization of a two dimensional ising model c n yang on the dirac and schwinger
corrections to the ground state energy of an atom c fefferman and l a seco sur la forme
des espaces topologiques et sur les points fixes des repr�sentations j leray une lettre �
simone weil a weil readership mathematicians physicists philosophers and historians of
science keywords means and variances topology syzygyreviews reviews of the first
edition the book doing mathematics by martin krieger is truly a masterpiece he has not
only explained ways of doing mathematical work to aspiring mathematicians and the
intelligent laymen but has also shown how various pieces of research work are related
to each other even experts may not have realized such inter relations the cases studied
include especially the stability of matter and the ising model two topics of great depth
such clear explanations cannot be found anywhere else furthermore his style of writing
makes the book exceptionally enjoyable to read t t wu gordon mckay professor of
applied physics professor of physics harvard university usa this is the first time i have
seen a mathematician deal substantively with the issue of mathematics as culturally
based and he does it superbly and mathematically although this book is no easy read it is
well worth the effort and i am sure it will stimulate and inform perhaps even surprise the
most sophisticated of mathematical readers it is refreshing to find such a book being
published mathematical reviews both challenging and provocative reading doing
mathematics sheds bright light on some of the main characteristics of the mathematical
quest library of science krieger has made some effort to accommodate different levels of
readers for example structuring his text so that lay readers are alerted to sections
that can be safely skipped and paragraphs that provide nontechnical summaries
mathematical association of america
The Economic Review 1899 the official journal of the american association for the
history of nursing
Bibliography of Medical Reviews 1962 worldwide concern in scientific industrial and
governmental com munities over traces of toxic chemicals in foodstuffs and in both
abiotic and biotic environments has justified the present triumvirate of specialized
publications in this field comprehensive reviews rapidly published progress reports and
archival documentations these three publications are integrated and scheduled to
provide in international communication the coherency essential for nonduplicative and
current progress in a field as dynamic and complex as environmental contamination and
toxicology until now there has been no journal or other publication series reserved
exclusively for the diversified literature on toxic chemicals in our foods our feeds our
geographical surroundings our domestic animals our wild life and ourselves around the
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world immense efforts and many talents have been mobilized to technical and other
evaluations of natures locales magnitudes fates and toxicology of the persisting
residues of these chemicals loosed upon the world among the sequelae of this broad new
emphasis has been an inescapable need for an articulated set of authorita tive
publications where one could expect to find the latest important world literature
produced by this emerging area of science together with documentation of pertinent
ancillary legislation
The Church of England Pulpit, and Ecclesiastical Review 1894 this report provides a
comprehensive assessment of viet nam s urban policies and analyses how national spatial
planning for urban areas along with specific sectoral policies directly and indirectly
affect viet nam s urban development
Naval Research Reviews 1995 horticultural reviews presents state of the art reviews
on topics in horticultural science and technology covering both basic and applied
research topics covered include the horticulture of fruits vegetables nut crops and
ornamentals these review articles written by world authorities bridge the gap between
the specialized researcher and the broader community of horticultural scientists and
teachers
Practical Druggist and Pharmaceutical Review of Reviews 1898 the vol 5 of this book
series contains 22 chapters written by 79 contributors experts from universities
research centres and industry from 15 countries australia canada china france germany
italy malaysia mexico poland portugal russia slovenia spain ukraine and usa this volume
contains information at the cutting edge of sensor research and related topics from the
following three areas physical sensors sensor networks and remote sensing coverage
includes current developments in various sensors sensor instrumentation and
applications in order to offer a fast and easy reading of each topic every chapter in this
volume is independent and self contained with the unique combination of information in this
volume the advances in sensors reviews book series will be of value for scientists and
engineers in industry and at universities to sensors developers distributors and end users
Johns Hopkins University Circulars 1895 strategies and solutions to advanced organic
reaction mechanisms a new perspective on mckillop s problems builds upon alexander sandy
mckillop s popular text solutions to mckillop s advanced problems in organic reaction
mechanisms providing a unified methodological approach to dealing with problems of
organic reaction mechanism this unique book outlines the logic experimental insight and
problem solving strategy approaches available when dealing with problems of organic
reaction mechanism these valuable methods emphasize a structured and widely applicable
approach relevant for both students and experts in the field by using the methods
described advanced students and researchers alike will be able to tackle problems in
organic reaction mechanism from the simple and straight forward to the advanced
provides strategic methods for solving advanced mechanistic problems and applies those
techniques to the 300 original problems in the first publication replaces reliance on
memorization with the understanding brought by pattern recognition to new problems
supplements worked examples with synthesis strategy green metrics analysis and novel
research where available to help advanced students and researchers in choosing their
next research project
Advances in Automation III 2022-01-18 illustrates how r may be used successfully to
solve problems in quantitative finance applied probabilistic calculus for financial
engineering an introduction using r provides r recipes for asset allocation and portfolio
optimization problems it begins by introducing all the necessary probabilistic and
statistical foundations before moving on to topics related to asset allocation and
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portfolio optimization with r codes illustrated for various examples this clear and
concise book covers financial engineering using r in data analysis and univariate bivariate
and multivariate data analysis it examines probabilistic calculus for modeling financial
engineering walking the reader through building an effective financial model from the
geometric brownian motion gbm model via probabilistic calculus while also covering ito
calculus classical mathematical models in financial engineering and modern portfolio
theory are discussed along with the two mutual fund theorem and the sharpe ratio the
book also looks at r as a calculator and using r in data analysis in financial engineering
additionally it covers asset allocation using r financial risk modeling and portfolio
optimization using r global and local optimal values locating functional maxima and
minima and portfolio optimization by performance analytics in cran covers optimization
methodologies in probabilistic calculus for financial engineering answers the question
what does a random walk financial theory look like covers the gbm model and the random
walk model examines modern theories of portfolio optimization including the markowitz
model of modern portfolio theory mpt the black litterman model and the black scholes
option pricing model applied probabilistic calculus for financial engineering an
introduction using r s an ideal reference for professionals and students in economics
econometrics and finance as well as for financial investment quants and financial
engineers
Journal of the American Chemical Society 1954
Chemical News and Journal of Industrial Science 1892
The Chemical News and Journal of Physical Science 1895
Rogue Waves 2017-06-26
OECD Public Governance Reviews Skills for a High Performing Civil Service 2017-09-11
Annual Review of Genetics 2002
The Catholic Historical Review 1930
American Chemical Journal 1914
Doing Mathematics 2015-01-15
Mathematical Reviews 2007
Nursing History Review, Volume 4 1995-09-29
Residue Reviews 2012-12-06
Chemical News and Journal of Physical Science 1895
OECD Urban Policy Reviews: Viet Nam 2018-02-07
Annales de chimie et de physique 1914
Military Review 2014
Chemical News and Journal of Physical Science 1892
Technology Review 1917
Horticultural Reviews 2011-01-11
Advances in Sensors: Reviews, Vol. 5 2018-09
Strategies and Solutions to Advanced Organic Reaction Mechanisms 2019-06-15
Applied Probabilistic Calculus for Financial Engineering 2017-09-11
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